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Clinton Kelly won’t simply revamp your wardrobe—he’ll revamp your
life!The huddled masses yearn to be fabulous, and lastly Clinton Kelly
is heeding their call. happens to be. Of course, the keys to being
better than everyone else aren’ But fabulousness doesn’ Clinton’lay”s
face it: you might look good, but if you’re chomping on that crudité
with your mouth wide open, nobody at the party will talk to you—He’ As
cohost of TLC’s popular What Never to Use, he regularly transforms dumpy
style disasters into traffic-stopping, get-an-instant-promotion,
reignite-the-passion-in-that-romantic relationship makeovers.t always so
obvious.ll educate you on how to appear your best, sound your smartest,
use the manners your momma taught you, poach an egg, fix an ideal gin
and tonic, throw typically the most popular celebrations (and best the
guest list at additional soirees), make your home the envy of your
neighbors, and generally be the fabulous person you generally knew you
will be.t get worried;t stop with style.s here to help.s the one
technique that will slim down your entire silhouette and make your ta-
tas look va-va-voom?- What’- How can you make a set butt look big and a
big butt appear flat?- How can you eat an oyster without getting kicked
out of the best restaurant in town?- What’s the grammatically correct
form of “ Let’ to use when propositioning somebody?even if you can
explain to them what crudité Don’ From the three style criteria he uses
to gown any shape for just about any occasion, to his eloquent method of
appreciation, to his four must-memorize recipes for whipping up a last-
minute meal, Clinton Kelly shares everything in Freakin’ Fabulous.
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Freakin' Fabulous can be freakin' fabulous! Clinton Kelly is hilarious
and makes fabulousness accessible to everyone. Broken into 7 sections
representing 7 regions of life, Clinton writes like he's in your living
space chatting over his preferred gin and tonic. The best section is
"How to Dress." Major body types of both women and men are given
assistance on how to gown to flatter your shape. "How to Speak" is
certainly wildly entertaining. My least favorite part was "How to Speak"
and my favorite part was "How exactly to Decorate". He provides these
hilarious situations and addresses the most important grammar rules
and/or biggest grammar slips in order that anybody can sound elegant and
educated. The 3rd section, "How exactly to Behave" is also helpful. It's
such as a miniature Emily Post reserve for modern day existence.The book
would be improved if it contained chapters on how to build a simple
wardrobe for both men and women.Sections 4-6 are how exactly to eat,
drink, and entertain. They sort of all go jointly and will help the
average Joe or Jill be considered a stylish and hospitable hostess.The
last section, section 7 is approximately decorating. I most likely paid
the least focus on this section as I already own tons of decorating
books and mags. However, Clinton does have helpful information and
pretty visuals to check out in this section. You just can't help liking
writer Clinton Kelly. Spark your Creativity with help from "Big Daddy"
Not merely does this publication have many different suggestions on how
to create your personal style, it is extremely entertaining!). Seven
chapters cover how exactly to dress, speak, behave, eat, drink,
entertain and decorate, and the principles are cleverly talked about and
humorously shown, though the language may be unpleasant to some. Even
while, Kelly is definitely funny and charming. “Freakin’ Fabulous” can
be a fun adventure into the chapters of Outfit, Speak, Behave, Eat,
Drink, Entertain and Decorate. Come on, this reserve is by a grown-up
who lives in real life, written for adults who perform the same. This
vendor sent my reserve out if you ask me quickly and the publication is
in ideal condition. a guide to getting civilized (with flair and design)
I've hardly ever seen What Not to Wear, but predicated on this book, I
may search for it. Clinton Kelly is normally a talented writer --
informative and funny at the same time. Clinton Kelly is a great,
knowledgeable, humorous author. Many pages but less good and brand-new
useful information It includes a little great and new practical info.
It's well-planned, beautifully laid out, colorful, educational, and
actually funny -- like icing on any cake you get your graduate -- she or
he will love it! He's keeping the wisdom of the age groups (believe Coco
Chanel, Grace Kelly, and Ralph) alive for a fresh generation in a
gentle, playful, and compassionate method. I’m a big fan of Clinton
Kelly and since “The Chew” was cancelled, I wanted to buy more of his
wonderful books.) and friends are very appealing." Recommend.
Nonetheless it would have been improved with an index at the back. GREAT
GRADUATION GIFT! Kelly is not only fabulous, he is a hoot. Thanks



Clinton for your advice! It is pretty direct and doesn't waste time with
unneeded distractions.There's small in this book that I could find fault
with, but I don't trust everything. Useful. But this book covers topics
that are wide ranging, from: how exactly to eat a desk with others, how
to speak about people effectively, and additional miscellaneous
topics.I'm pleased I read this publication. Solid advice, fun read Mr.
What a great idea. I was pleasantly surprised at a number of the content
-- fundamental instructions on grammar (such as the difference between
'who' and 'whom'), manners (what to do with your napkin when you leave
the table), designing and throwing a celebration, from what to do with
guests who arrive early to obtaining guests to leave. Enjoyed it I like
this book. Good sense & Clinton is so funny and clever. Non-drinkers is
going to be bored by the "how exactly to mix drinks" component -- but
all of the rest is definitely totally worthwhile.Overall, fabulous!
There are a couple of understories here -- one about how a kid who knew
he was different from his peers from the get-go (he spent amount of time
in playgroup as a kid advising the host mom that she needed to add
"finely minced celery" to her deviled eggs -- who does that?) and is
able to parlay it right into a career that plays to his strong presents
and talents -- and offer an excellent service and sense of elan to the
style-challenged. Kelly comes with an old-fashioned, slightly old-world
take on things -- manners, outfit, deportment. The illustrations and
illustrations are funny and irreverent, but also quite effective. And
who wouldn't trust advice like "Every car trip will go faster if you
sing.This is, of course, a fabulous book. Three Stars okay but not what
I was looking for Enjoyable fast read I enjoyed reading this book, We
enjoyed the recipes, too! I must give this full superstars since it was
just so much fun to learn. And not only fun, but filled with spot-on
good advice. Among you mentioned placing it your guest space. Freakin'
Fabulous is still fabulous ten years after publication -- not a single
suggestion or visual outdated. This book is similar to what I picture
spending a weekend with Clinton would be like: Fun, fast paced, chatty
and gossiping the entire time. For those of you who got all stuffy about
a few of the photos. Clinton gives us some great guidance, he shares
delicious quality recipes and he shows us a good time along the method.
Lighten UP. Enjoy the book. wait till you read this! Fun to read- even
my hubby picked it up several times (busted! If I could only instruct my
English classes like this, my college students would learn appropriate
grammar so much easier! Also, the dishes from "Big Daddy" (just get the
book currently... In addition there are quite a few hors d'oeuvres
recipes, a few essential dishes (such as for example roast chicken), and
drink mix information (along with several pages specialized in wine). I
am presently trying to re-decorate my rental house in fact it is proving
to become a problem. This is a fun read, but more importantly it
contains a lot of useful information for men and for women. I would
recommend this to anyone who needs a small spark of creativity in their



life. Freakin' Fun Read I read the reviews before I purchased the book
and today I'm re-reading them. Mr Kelly is usually amusing while also
informative. In the Gown chapter, Kelly uses effective photographs to
illustrate his points. Hilarious! If you think he's funny on 'The Chew'
... Anticipate to laugh out loud at his observations and above all
celebrate turning the pages. Great book Great tips about how to end up
being absolutely "Freakin Fabulous", which most of us need a little of.
I picked up a few new ideas along the way. Love his books! A good book
to have. Charming and realistic.
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